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PRELIMINARY EXERCISE (15 marks)  

 
Important Note: You are required to do this exercise BEFORE the lab session. 

1. Explain briefly what is  

a) thermocouple  

b) Resistance Temperature Detectors 

2. Briefly discus the procedures for thermocouple can be used for sensing temperature of water and 

converting from voltage. 

3. Write the necessary equations for the practical use of thermocouples, derived from the basic definition 

of the Seebeck Effect 

4. List the meterias example made of thermoucouple. At least 3 pair of material (J,K and T) should be 

given.  

5. What is reference junction. From a standard table given (J Type), Estimate the output  voltage 

generated from thermoucouple if we are used; 

a) an ice water as reference junction 

b) room temperature water (25oC) as reference junction.  

6. What is the range of operation for thermocouple.?  

7. List three type of sensors (other than example in Question 1) can be used for temperature 

measurement. 

  

 
Figure 1 
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Objectives 

 

The objectives of these experiment are: 

i. To calibrate three types of  thermocouples which is J, K and T 

ii. To understand and use of temperature sensor in measurement 

iii. To determine the characteristics of transducers and transmitters  

iv. To determine the coefficients of transducers and transmitter 

v. To design an applications of temperature sensor. 

  
Apparatus and Equipment: 

 

FLUKE 725 Multifunction Process Calibrator, Multimeter, thermometer, heating element, container, 

water, ices, Thermocouple, temperature sensor, SU6808B/ ED6803B/CU6802 /OU6801/ ED6805B/ Digiac 
1750 

 

PROCEDURE 

 

Background 

Temperature sensor do not provide direct temperature readings. It produces a physical parameter changes or 

voltage. The reading will be translate into temperature measurements. One of the temperature sensor 

isThermocouples. Thermocouple are accurate over different ranges of temperatures.  

 

Perecaution 

Make sure the heating element is inside the tank at the suitable level of water  

 

Experiment 1; Type J thermocouple  

 

1) Thermocouple is placed in a bath, to provide reference point for temperature readings. This thermocouple 

is then placed in a water or dry ice bath in container and the other junction in other container  as shown in 

figure 1. Record the value of reference temperature.  

2) By using the Digiac 1750 or SU6808B/ ED6803B/CU6802 /OU6801, design a signal conditioning 

circuit to produce a maximum voltage from a boiling water. (Hint: Use a standard data of thermocouple to 

design a signal conditioning). FLUKE 725 Multifunction Process Calibrator can be used to generate the 

source of electrical signal or for measurement in circuit design. 

3) If you are using amplifier in your signal conditioning circuit, make sure offset an amplifier before it used. 

Used. Be careful for the amplifier used in circuit design and should not at saturated condition. 

4) Varies the temperature of water and measure the voltages output from temperature sensor and also from 

your signal conditioning circuit. Record all the results in appropriate table for  a varies of water 

temperature and voltages. Also make sure record the value of reference temperature from time to time. 

5) Repeat the experiment steps 4 to observe the repeatibility, error and other terms of measurement and 

instrumentation. 

6) Plot a graph voltage versus tempreature and compared to standard table. 

7) Plot a graph for voltage from signal conditioning circuit versus temperature. 

8) Your task is to use the collected  data and plot a graphs. You are require to prepare a short experimental 

report describing the project, the procedure, measurement technique, calibration and the results. 

Experiment 2: Type K thermocouple  

Repeat the experiment  1 from steps 1 to 8 for type K thermocouple 

Experiment 3: Type T thermocouple  

Repeat the experiment  1 from steps 1 to 8 for type T thermocouple 
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Experiment 4:  Application of sensor 

1) Choose one type of thermocouple or other temperature sensor, 

a) Design a circuit for an application controlling speeds of DC motor on DIGIAC 1750 or 

ED6805B. Your circuit should able to increase the speed of DC motor by varing the temperature 

of water. Propose a circuit and discuss with your supervisor before you construct any circuit. 

b) Other application. (discuss with supervisor) 

2) Varies  the temperature of water and record the voltages  output  from signal conditioning and the speeds 

of  DC motor.   

3) Record all your results in an appropriate table for variable changes (such as speed, voltage etc). 

 

Discussion and general conclusion. 

 

1) Plot a graphs and calculate correlation value of your graph characteristic.  

2) Compare and discuss the graphs to the standard table. 

3) Using the obtained data determine the characteristic and sensitivity of the thermocouple 

temperature before and after signal conditioning. 

4) Discuss error in measurement. 

5) Discuss the instrument and calibration term from these experiment and the behavior of the 

graphs. 

6) Compared the characteristic of experiments. 

7) Discuss the characteristic of application in experiment 4. 

 
Thermocouple tables. 
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